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Abstract—One of the major goals of emerging wireless systems is to prolong the lifetime of wireless communication devices. To this end, this contribution evaluates and optimizes the performance of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT) with an integrated energy and information receiver, which has the advantage of low complexity and energy cost. A tractable expression for the achievable rate is first derived, which is subsequently used to quantify the achievable harvested energy-rate region for the two fundamental SWIPT protocols, namely power-splitting (PS) and time-switching (TS). In this context, the joint harvested energy-rate outage probability is then defined and minimized for a point-to-point and multicasting system, determining the optimal PS and TS factor for both a linear and a nonlinear energy harvesting model. Additionally, a TS-based broadcasting system is dynamically optimized by maximizing the energy harvested by all users under an achievable rate threshold for each user. The formulated optimization problem is, in fact, particularly challenging due to the non-convex form of the expression for the achievable rate. Yet, an effective solution is ultimately achieved by convexifying the problem and solving one. Also, respective computer simulation results corroborate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Overall, it is shown that the offered results provide meaningful theoretical and practical insights that will be useful in the design and efficient operation of wireless powered systems. Indicatively, unlike the trend in common separated receivers, a region has been identified where TS outperforms PS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

EMERGING wireless technologies are largely characterized by versatile, yet stringent energy efficiency requirements of the involved devices. Therefore, wireless power transfer (WPT) constitutes a promising paradigm as it can ultimately increase the efficiency and lifetime of such devices [2]–[4]. This is particularly important in numerous applications including those relating to the Internet of Things (IoT), such as wearables and sensors networks, since energy harvesting (EH) can assist in achieving robust operation under realistic mobility requirements. Furthermore, low power devices, such as wireless sensor networks, can benefit significantly from EH since traditional batteries can be potentially replaced by super capacitors [2]. In fact, this is ultimately desirable since replacing or recharging the batteries of an increased number of devices is typically inconvenient, costly and even dangerous, particularly in remote areas, harsh industrial environments, and healthcare applications. Furthermore, EH can reduce the actual number of batteries needed for such off grid devices and, thus, counterbalance the corresponding environmental impact.

Nevertheless, the main drawback of basic EH methods is that they rely solely on ambient energy sources, such as solar, wind energy, and vibrations, which are largely uncontrollable and usually unpredictable. As a result, harvesting energy from sources that intentionally generate energy, such as radio frequency (RF) signals, turns out to be a more effective and interesting alternative. To this end, the potential to apply WPT, in wireless communication applications has recently received considerable attention [3]–[6]. However, WPT creates unique challenges in the design of communication systems since in some cases it conflicts with the corresponding information transmission. More specifically, nodes cannot harvest energy and receive information simultaneously, which complicates the design of communication systems with WPT [2], [7]. This is the main challenge of simultaneous wireless information and power transfer (SWIPT), which aims at unifying the information and energy transmission by also taking into account the inherent dependence on specific system implementations (see [8] and the references therein). In this framework, there are two main approaches according to which the users either: i) exploit the received power to sequentially transmit their information using the harvest-then-transmit protocol [9]–[15]; or ii) receive information while using part of the received energy to feed their receiver circuit and/or charge their batteries, which is also the core idea investigated in the present contribution.
In single-antenna nodes, the second approach can be performed by two fundamental techniques, namely powersplitting (PS) and time-switching (TS). PS is based on the division of the signal power into two streams, whereas in the TS, the received signal is used solely for harvesting energy or receiving information during specific time periods. In this context, the idea of PS and TS has been addressed in various case studies, such as one source-destination pair [16], [17], multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communications systems [18]–[25], orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) [16], [17], [26], cooperative networks [27]–[32], and physical layer security based wireless communications [33]–[35]. In the majority of these works a linear model is used for energy harvesting. Nevertheless, in the recent works [36]–[40] a more realistic nonlinear EH model has been taken into consideration.

**A. Motivation**

It is recalled that in all aforementioned contributions on SWIPT the separated receiver is used for information decoding (ID) and EH. This receiver splits the signal immediately upon reception and there are two separated circuits for EH and ID. However, circuit power consumed by ID constitutes a considerable design issue for SWIPT systems, since the circuit power reduces the net harvested energy that can be stored in the battery. In particular, the active mixers used in conventional information receivers for down-conversion are highly power-consuming. Motivated by this, the seminal contribution in [41] proposed an architecture for the integrated information and energy receiver, where the rectifier that is used for EH is also used for RF band to direct current (DC) conversion. This substitutes the traditional down-conversion and as a result, this receiver architecture consumes less power by providing a dual use of the rectifier and avoiding the use of active devices, which is critical for low power consumption. In this context, this receiver necessitates the use of noncoherent modulation schemes [41], which reduces the overhead of channel estimation [42]. Also, the same receiver is considered in the recent contribution in [43], where sequential decoding under the effect of fading conditions is proposed, aiming at low-complexity detection and efficient memory utilization. Moreover, it was shown in [44] and [45] that the separated receiver can be combined with the integrated one to maintain both amplitude and phase information, at the expense of increased system complexity.\(^1\)

However, the investigation and optimization of the performance of such receiver architectures is cumbersome, e.g., in terms of outage probability, mainly due to the absence of an appropriate expression for the achievable rate. Furthermore, in the integrated receiver, the optimization of the PS factor is affected by the noise introduced by the involved analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which has also not been addressed comprehensively. Likewise, the performance of the integrated receiver in a TS system has not been investigated and compared with the PS counterpart, while the use of this receiver is limited for point-to-point communication scenarios, since it has not been extended to multiuser communication systems.

**B. Contribution**

In the present analysis, a comprehensive theoretical framework is developed to facilitate the investigation of the achievable performance and behavior of the aforementioned integrated receiver. Besides the simplistic point-to-point case, a multicasting and a broadcasting system consisting of multiple users are also analyzed, where each user is equipped with an integrated receiver. Moreover, both PS and TS scenarios are investigated as the architecture of the integrated receiver differs from that of the separated receiver, where PS always outperforms TS. More specifically, the contributions of this work are listed below:

- We derive a tractable expression for the corresponding achievable rate, which accounts for both PS and TS strategies, allowing their performance comparison when used on systems with integrated receivers. In spite of focusing on point-to-point, multicasting and broadcasting cases, the derived expression is generic and can be also used for other communication scenarios. It is highlighted that this expression differs from the Shannon capacity, which is used in the separated receiver architecture.
- We introduce a novel and useful performance metric for integrated receivers, namely joint harvested energy—rate outage probability, which quantifies the tradeoff between energy and information transmission. This metric is evaluated for the point-to-point and multicasting cases taking into consideration both a linear and a nonlinear EH model. To this effect, it is subsequently minimized resulting in the optimization of the PS and TS factors and in specifying the optimal operating point in the determined harvested energy—rate region.
- We investigate a critical practical scenario for broadcasting, where each user has specific quality of service (QoS) requirements in terms of an achievable rate threshold. In this case, the non-convex problem of the dynamic maximization of the total harvested energy is defined and solved. The considered optimization problem is challenging mainly because of the complex expression of the achievable rate, compared with the separated receiver architecture.
- We provide extensive simulation results to present the harvested energy—rate region for the PS and TS systems. Also, the offered results illustrate the comparison of the considered systems in terms of the novel metric of joint harvested energy—rate outage probability, as well as the performance of the broadcasting system using dynamic optimization.

The offered theoretical and technical results are both insightful and useful, and to the best of the authors’ knowledge they have not been previously reported in the open literature.

**C. Structure**

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the system model for a user equipped with the
aforementioned integrated receiver. In Section III, the expression of the harvested energy is presented and the tractable expression for the achievable rate is derived. Moreover, the considered TS system is compared with the PS counterpart and the achievable harvested energy—rate region is determined. In Section IV, the joint harvested energy—rate outage probability is defined, determined and minimized. Section V formulates the broadcasting optimization problem with specific user QoS requirements, which is optimally solved. In Section VI, simulation results are provided to corroborate the derived analytic results and to illustrate the performance of the considered systems. Finally, useful discussions and closing remarks are provided in Section VII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider the downlink of a communication network, which consists of one base station (BS) that performs SWIPT to serve the assigned EH users. It is assumed that all nodes have a single antenna and each user is equipped with an integrated information and energy receiver. Moreover, perfect channel state information (CSI) is assumed, which is a common assumption in the relevant literature both for the case of separated [16]–[18], [20], [23], [46] and integrated receivers [41], [43], [45]. It is noted that in the integrated receiver architecture this assumption is more realistic compared to the one in separated receivers, because energy detection is carried out and, thus, only the amplitude of the transmitted signal is needed and not its phase [42]. In this context, the analysis focuses on three different communication systems, namely:

- Point-to-point communication.
- Downlink multicasting, where the BS transmits the same information (e.g., a common file) to $N$ users simultaneously.
- Downlink broadcasting, where the BS needs to send independent information to each user.

When multiple users are assumed, i.e., in the last two systems, the notation $(\cdot)_n$ is used to denote the value of the variable $(\cdot)$ for the $n$-th user. In addition, the path loss factor between the BS and the user is denoted by $l$, while the small scale fading coefficient is given by the complex random variable $h \sim \mathcal{CN}(0,1)$. Also, two SWIPT strategies are considered in the sequel, i.e., PS and TS. A more detailed description of the application of these protocols on the integrated receiver is given in the following subsections.

A. Power-splitting

In the integrated receiver, which is shown in Fig. 1, when PS is used the received RF signal is converted to a DC signal by a rectifier consisting of a Schottky diode and a passive low pass filter. Then, the DC signal splits into two streams, one by a rectifier consisting of a Schottky diode and a passive low pass filter. Then, the DC signal splits into two streams, one proportional to the PS factor $\rho \in [0,1]$ and one proportional to the factor $1-\rho$ for EH and ID, via energy detection [41], respectively.

Based on the above, the DC signal is represented as

$$t_{DC}(t) = \left|h\sqrt{IP}A(t) + n_A(t)\right|^2 + n_{rec}(t),$$

where $A(t)$ denotes the amplitude of the complex baseband signal at the transmitter side, $P$ denotes the average transmit power, whereas $n_A(t) \sim \mathcal{CN}(0,\sigma^2_A)$ and $n_{rec} \sim \mathcal{N}(0,\sigma^2_{rec})$ denote the additive noise introduced by the antenna and the rectifier, respectively.

As shown in [41], the portion of the DC signal for ID is processed by an ADC. Thus, the output of the noiseless power splitter and the ADC, $y_{ps}[k]$, is given by

$$y_{ps}[k] = (1-\rho)\left(|h|\sqrt{IP}A[k] + n_A[k]^2 + n_{rec}[k]\right) + n_{ADC}[k],$$

where $k$ denotes discrete time and $n_{ADC} \sim \mathcal{N}(0,\sigma^2_{ADC})$ denotes the additive noise introduced by the ADC.

Based on (2) and considering that the antenna noise is negligible ($\sigma^2_A \to 0$), the equivalent discrete-time memoryless channel is modeled as

$$Y = l|h|^2PX + Z,$$

where $X$ denotes the signal power, which is the non-negative channel input, $Y$ denotes the channel output and

$$Z \sim \mathcal{N}\left(0,\sigma^2_{rec} + \frac{\sigma^2_{ADC}}{(1-\rho)^2}\right)$$

denotes the equivalent processing noise. It is noted here that $X \in \mathbb{R}^+$, which results from the utilization of the integrated receiver and more specifically from the dual use of the rectifier. Also, $E[X] \leq 1$. The expression in (3) highlights the importance of the ADC noise since it becomes evident from (4) that ignoring this renders the equivalent channel output, $Y$, independent to the PS factor. Moreover, it does not necessarily hold that $\sigma^2_{rec} > \sigma^2_{ADC}/(1-\rho)^2$, since the second term also depends on the PS factor. Hence, for relatively high values of $\rho$, its values become comparable or even higher than the value of the useful signal and the variance of the rectifier noise.

B. Time-switching

In the integrated receiver, which is shown in Fig. 2, when TS is used the received RF signal is again converted to a DC signal by the rectifier. This signal is then used for harvesting energy for the portion of time $a$, whereas for the portion $1-a$ it is used for decoding information.

The DC signal is the same as the one in the PS counterpart, which is therefore represented by (1). After the ADC, the
output $y_{TS}[k]$ is given by

$$y_{TS}[k] = \begin{cases} 0, & k \leq a, \\ |h| \sqrt{P} A[k] + n_A[k] |^2 + n_{rec}[k] + n_{ADC}[k], & k > a. \end{cases}$$

(5)

Based on (5) and considering that the antenna noise is negligible, the equivalent discrete-time memoryless channel is given by (3), where $Z \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma^2_{rec} + \sigma^2_{ADC})$ is the equivalent processing noise.

### III. Harvested Energy—Data Rate Tradeoff

In this section we derive the expressions of the harvested energy for a linear and a nonlinear EH model and the achievable rate for the point-to-point scenario in the considered setup.

#### A. Harvested Energy

1) **Power-splitting**: Regarding the linear EH model, it is assumed that the converted energy in the energy receiver is linearly proportional to $i_{DC}$, with a conversion efficiency $0 < \zeta \leq 1$. It is also assumed that the harvested energy due to the equivalent processing noise is a negligible constant and, thus, it can be ignored. Hence, the harvested energy, which coincides with power assuming the symbol period to be one, in the case of PS is given by [41]

$$Q_{LPS} = \rho \zeta |h|^2 P.$$  

(6)

The harvested energy assuming a nonlinear EH model [39] is given by

$$Q_{NLPS} = \frac{P_s(1 + e^{AB})}{e^{AB}(1 + e^{-A(|h|^2 P - B)})} - \frac{P_s}{e^{AB}},$$

(7)

where $P_s$ denotes the maximum harvested power when the energy harvesting circuit is saturated. Also, $A$ and $B$ are positive constants related to the circuit specification. Practically, $A$ reflects the nonlinear charging rate with respect to the input power and $B$ is related to (not exactly the same as) the turn-on threshold. Given the EH circuit, the parameters $P_s$, $A$, and $B$ can be readily determined by the curve fitting.

2) **Time-switching**: Based on the same assumptions as in PS for the linear model, it follows that the harvested energy in the case of TS is given by

$$Q_{LTS} = \alpha \zeta |h|^2 P.$$  

(8)

Accordingly, for the nonlinear model the harvested energy is given by

$$Q_{NLTS} = \alpha \left( \frac{P_s(1 + e^{AB})}{e^{AB}(1 + e^{-A(|h|^2 P - B)})} - \frac{P_s}{e^{AB}} \right).$$

(9)

### B. Achievable Rate

In what follows, the achievable rate for the considered PS and TS cases is derived.

**Theorem 1.** The achievable rate of the considered setup assuming PS is expressed as

$$R_{PS} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(|h|^2 P)^2}{2\pi \sigma^2} \right),$$

(10)

with $e$ representing Euler’s number and

$$\sigma = \frac{\sigma^2_{rec}}{1 - \rho}.$$  

(11)

**Proof:** The proof is provided in Appendix A. $\blacksquare$

In (10), the achievable rate depends on the PS factor only if the ADC noise is considered, which highlights its impact on the analysis.

**Theorem 2.** The achievable rate of the considered setup assuming TS is expressed as

$$R_{TS} = \frac{1}{2} (1 - a) \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(|h|^2 P)^2}{2\pi (\sigma^2_{rec} + \sigma^2_{ADC})} \right).$$

(12)

**Proof:** The proof follows from Theorem 1. $\blacksquare$

It is noted that the above expressions differ from the Shannon capacity used in the separated receiver architecture, due to the square of the received power which once more highlights the importance of deriving the achievable rate in the integrated receiver architecture.

### C. Harvested Energy—Data Rate Region

Capitalizing on the above two theorems and the equations of the harvested energy for both EH models, we determine the corresponding harvested energy—rate region for the considered setup. The achievable harvested energy—rate region for the point-to-point PS and TS system is illustrated in Fig. 3. To this effect, it can be observed that unlike the separated receiver architecture where PS always outperforms TS, in the considered integrated receiver architecture there is a region where the rate for the case of TS is greater than that for the case of PS, assuming equal harvested energies. This result can be proven by the following proposition for the case of the linear EH model.

**Proposition 1.** Assuming that the amounts of harvested energy in the two techniques are equal and that the linear EH model is used, the achievable rate using TS is greater than the achievable rate using PS ($R_{TS} > R_{PS}$), when

$$|h|^4 < \frac{2\pi a}{e^{2P^2}} \left( \frac{\sigma^2_{ADC}}{1 - a} - \sigma^2_{rec} \right),$$

(13)

which is satisfied if $\sigma^2_{ADC}/(1 - a) > \sigma^2_{rec}$. 

![Diagram of an integrated SWIPT TS receiver](image-url)
**Theorem 3.** The joint harvested energy–rate outage probability for a point-to-point PS system is given by

\[
P_o = 1 - \max \left\{ v_1, \frac{1}{\ln(2) \ln(2)} \sqrt{\frac{2 \pi \sigma_r^2 \rho}{e (2^\gamma - 1)}} \right\},
\]

where \( \max \{ \cdot \} \) denotes the maximum of the two elements and

\[
v_1 = \begin{cases} 
\frac{q_{th}}{\rho \nu_s}, & \text{linear EH model,} \\
\frac{1}{\ln(2) \ln(2)} \ln \left( \frac{q_{th} A + E_H}{P_s - q_{th}} \right), & \text{nonlinear EH model.}
\end{cases}
\]

**Proof:** The proof is provided in Appendix B.

The above proposition insinuates that when utilizing the integrated receiver, PS is not always the best choice while the selection between PS and TS strategies relies, as expected, on the various system parameters.

Furthermore, for the PS case illustrated in Fig. 3, we can observe that even for the linear EH model, there is a region where the harvested energy–rate is concave and another one where it is convex. More specifically, the achievable rate in the case of the PS protocol and the linear EH model can be expressed as a function of the harvested energy as follows:

\[
R(Q) = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e (\zeta |h|^2 P - Q)^2}{\sqrt{\zeta} |h|^2 P^2 + \sigma^2_{\text{rec}} (\zeta |h|^2 P - Q)^2} \right).
\]

It is noted here that although the logarithm is a concave function, the term \((\zeta |h|^2 P - Q)^2\) causes the non-concavity of \(R\) with respect to \(Q\).

**Proposition 2.** The optimal value of \(\rho \in [0, 1]\) is unique and is given by the solution of

\[
\rho^4 - 2 \rho^3 + \left( 1 + \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{ADC}}}{2 \pi e \sigma^2_{\text{rec}}} - \frac{c_1^2}{2 \pi e \sigma^2_{\text{rec}} c_2} \right) \rho^2 + \frac{2 c_1^2}{\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} c_2} \rho - \frac{c_1^2}{\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} c_2} = 0,
\]

where

\[
c_1 = \frac{q_{th}}{\nu_s} \ln \left( \frac{q_{th} A + E_H}{P_s - q_{th}} \right), \quad \text{linear EH model,}
\]

and

\[
c_2 = \frac{1}{\nu_s} \sqrt{\frac{2 \pi e}{c}} \sqrt{2^\gamma - 1}.
\]

**Proof:** As the PS factor \(\rho\) increases, the first term in

\[
\max \left\{ v_1, \frac{1}{\nu_s} \sqrt{\frac{2 \pi e}{c}} \sqrt{2^\gamma - 1} \right\}
\]

decreases, while the second term increases. Thus, the probability is minimized when the above maximal value is minimized; that is, the two terms are equal and the optimal PS factor can be extracted from

\[
\frac{c_1^2}{\rho^2} = \left( \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} + \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{ADC}}}{(1 - \rho)^2}}{c_2} \right) c_2.
\]

Assuming

\[
f(\rho) = \frac{c_1^2}{\rho^2} - \left( \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} + \frac{\sigma^2_{\text{ADC}}}{(1 - \rho)^2}}{c_2} \right) c_2,
\]

it follows that \(\lim_{\rho \to 0} = \infty\) and \(\lim_{\rho \to 1} = -\infty\); thus there is at least one root of \(f(\rho)\) in \([0, 1]\). Moreover,

\[
f'(\rho) = -2 \frac{c_1^2}{\rho^3} - \frac{2 c_1^2 \sigma^2_{\text{ADC}}}{(1 - \rho)^3} < 0,
\]

and thus \(f\) is a decreasing function in \([0, 1]\) which implies that the above root is unique. To this effect and multiplying by \(\rho^2(1 - \rho)^2\) and dividing by \(\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} c_2^2\), equation (22) can be rewritten as in (19).

The closed-form expression for the optimal PS factor can be obtained by the general formulas for the roots of the quartic equation [47], [48]. Furthermore, the harvested energy threshold and the rate threshold region for a specific value of the joint harvested energy–rate outage probability can be represented as follows:

\[
C_{q_{th}, r_h}^{\text{PS}} = \bigcup_{\rho} \left\{ (q_{th}, r_h) : q_{th} \leq u_1, r_h \leq \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 - \frac{\ln(1 - P_s e^{(L H)} P^2)}{2 \pi e} \right), 0 \leq \rho \leq 1 \right\},
\]
where

\[
 u_1 = \begin{cases} 
 -\ln(1 - P_o)\rho \zeta(1P, \frac{P_s(1 + e^{\Delta B})}{e^{\Delta B}(1 + e^{\Delta \text{ln}(1 - P_o)}(1 + P_s))} - P_s, & \text{linear EH model,} \\
 -\ln(1 - P_o)\rho \zeta(1P, \frac{P_s(1 + e^{\Delta B})}{e^{\Delta B}(1 + e^{\Delta \text{ln}(1 - P_o)}(1 + P_s))} - P_s, & \text{nonlinear EH model.}
\end{cases}
\]  

(26)

Evidently, as \( q_n \) increases and the required probability remains the same, \( \rho \) needs to increase which leads to a reduction of \( r_b \). Therefore, this causes a tradeoff between the two thresholds.

### B. Point-to-Point Communication with Time-switching

This subsection provides the corresponding analytic results for the TS strategy.

**Theorem 4.** The joint harvested energy–rate outage probability for a point-to-point TS system is given by

\[
P_o = 1 - e \left( v_2, \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \sqrt{2\pi(\frac{1}{\rho} + \frac{e}{4\pi a^2})} \left( \frac{2\pi}{a^2} - 1 \right) \right),
\]

where

\[
v_2 = \begin{cases} 
 q_n \frac{\alpha A^P}{P_s} - \ln \left( \frac{\alpha A^P + q_n P_s}{\alpha A^P - q_n} \right), & \text{linear EH model,} \\
 \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \ln \left( \frac{\alpha A^P + q_n P_s}{\alpha A^P - q_n} \right), & \text{nonlinear EH model.}
\end{cases}
\]  

(27)

For the nonlinear model, the above expression holds when \( \alpha \in (\frac{q_n}{P_s}, 1) \). If \( \alpha \in [0, \frac{q_n}{P_s}] \), outage always occurs.

**Proof:** The proof follows from Theorem 3.

Likewise, the optimal factor \( a \) is given in the following proposition.

**Proposition 3.** The optimal TS factor \( a \in [0, 1] \) is unique and is given for the linear model by the solution of

\[
a^2 \left( 2^{\frac{2\pi}{a^2} \ln^2 \left( \frac{AP_s - q_n}{q_n e^{\Delta B} + AP_s} \right)} - \frac{P_s - q_n}{e^{\Delta B} + P_s} \right) = 0,
\]

and for the nonlinear model by the solution of

\[
\left( 2^{\frac{2\pi}{a^2} \ln^2 \left( \frac{AP_s - q_n}{q_n e^{\Delta B} + AP_s} \right)} - \frac{P_s - q_n}{e^{\Delta B} + P_s} \right) = 0.
\]

(29)

(30)

**Proof:** The proof follows from Proposition 2.

Moreover, the harvested energy threshold and the rate threshold region for a specific value of the joint harvested energy–rate outage probability can be described as follows:

\[
C_{q,n}^{TS} = \left\{ (q_n, r_n) : q_n \leq u_2, \ r_n \leq \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - a \right) \times \log_2 \left( 1 - \ln(1 - P_o) e^{(IP)^2} 2\pi(\sigma^2_{\text{rec}} + \sigma^2_{\text{ADC}}) \right), 0 \leq a \leq 1 \right\},
\]

(31)

where

\[
u_2 = \begin{cases} 
 -\ln(1 - P_o)\rho \zeta(1P, \frac{P_s(1 + e^{\Delta B})}{e^{\Delta B}(1 + e^{\Delta \text{ln}(1 - P_o)}(1 + P_s))} - P_s), & \text{linear EH model,} \\
 -\ln(1 - P_o)\rho \zeta(1P, \frac{P_s(1 + e^{\Delta B})}{e^{\Delta B}(1 + e^{\Delta \text{ln}(1 - P_o)}(1 + P_s))} - P_s), & \text{nonlinear EH model.}
\end{cases}
\]  

(32)

### C. Downlink Multicasting with Power-splitting

In a downlink multicasting PS system, the harvested energy by the \( n \)-th user for the linear EH model is given by

\[
Q_{L,PS,n} = \rho_n \zeta(1|h_n|^2 P, 0) = 1 - e \left( v_3, \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \sqrt{2\pi(\frac{1}{\rho} + \frac{e}{4\pi a^2})} \left( \frac{2\pi}{a^2} - 1 \right) \right),
\]

where

\[
v_3 = \begin{cases} 
 q_n \frac{\rho \zeta(1|h_n|^2 P, 0)}{A_n P_s + P_s}, & \text{linear EH model,} \\
 \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \ln \left( \frac{\rho \zeta(1|h_n|^2 P, 0)}{A_n P_s + P_s} \right), & \text{nonlinear EH model.}
\end{cases}
\]  

(33)

(34)

With the aid of (10), the achievable rate of the \( n \)-th user is given by

\[
P_s = 1 - \prod_{n=1}^{N} e \left( v_3, \frac{1}{\pi r^2} \sqrt{2\pi(\frac{1}{\rho} + \frac{e}{4\pi a^2})} \left( \frac{2\pi}{a^2} - 1 \right) \right),
\]

(35)

**Proof:** The joint harvested energy–rate outage probability can be expressed as

\[
P_o = \Pr \left( Q_1 \leq q_{th,1} \cup R_1 \leq r_{th} \cup \cdots \cup Q_N \leq q_{th,N} \cup R_N \leq r_{th} \right).
\]

(36)

It is noted here that the energy threshold can be practically different in each user; however, the same does not hold for the rate, due to the multicasting principle. Hence, exploiting the complementary event and since \( |h_n|^2 \) are statistically independent for all values of \( n \in \{1, ..., N\} \), equation (38) can be expressed as

\[
P_o = 1 - \prod_{n=1}^{N} \Pr \left( Q_n \leq q_{th,n} \cup R_n \leq r_{th} \right).
\]

(37)

(38)

(39)

Therefore, the joint harvested energy–rate outage probability for a multicasting PS system is obtained by (36), which completes the proof.

It is noted that the optimal PS factor for each user in Theorem 5 can be determined following Proposition 2.

### D. Downlink Multicasting with Time-switching

In the case of multicasting TS system and recalling (8), the harvested energy by the \( n \)-th user for the linear EH model is given by

\[
Q_{L,TS,n} = \rho_n \zeta(1|h_n|^2 P, 0)
\]

whereas for the nonlinear EH model it is given by

\[
Q_{NL,TS,n} = \rho_n \zeta(1|h_n|^2 P, 0)
\]  

(40)

(41)
Accordingly, from (12), the achievable rate of the \( n \)-th user is expressed as

\[
R_{TS,n} = \frac{1}{2}(1-a_n) \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(l_n|h_n|^2 P_n)^2}{2 \pi (\sigma_{ec,n}^2 + \sigma_{ADC,n}^2)} \right). \tag{42}
\]

**Theorem 6.** The joint harvested energy–rate outage probability for a multicasting TS system is given by

\[
P_o = 1 - \max_{n=1}^{N} e \left\{ \frac{q_{ns} - q_{ns} - q_{ns} + q_{ns}}{\alpha_{ns} + \alpha_{ns}} \right\}, \tag{43}
\]

where

\[
v_4 = \begin{cases} \frac{q_{ns} - q_{ns}}{\alpha_{ns} + \alpha_{ns}}, & \text{linear EH model,} \\ \frac{1}{\alpha_{ns} + \alpha_{ns}} \ln \left( \frac{q_{ns} e^{A_n} + a P_n}{q_{ns} - q_{ns}} \right), & \text{nonlinear EH model.} \end{cases}
\]

Proof: The proof is derived using (40), (41) and (42), and following the methodology of the proof of Theorem 5. ■

The optimal TS factor for each user can be determined with the aid of Proposition 3.

V. DYNAMIC RESOURCE ALLOCATION IN DOWNLINK BROADCASTING

In this section, a downlink broadcasting system is considered which consists of one BS and \( N \) users. With the aim to emphasize on the impact of the provided expressions of the capacity on the investigation of performance of the integrated receiver, we focused on a subset of all possible assumptions. In this context, let \( T_{\text{tot}} \) denote the block transmission time, which is measured in seconds. Also, \( \tau_n \) (unitless value) is the portion of time in which information transmission is enabled for the \( n \)-th user, with \( \sum_{n=1}^{N} \tau_n = 1 \), according to the principles of time division multiple access (TDMA). During this time interval, all other users utilize the transmitted power for EH. Without loss of generality, it is henceforth assumed that \( T_{\text{tot}} = 1 \) sec. Therefore, the interval of allocated time in the \( n \)-th user is \( \tau_n \) in seconds. In the considered optimization problem, both the allocated time and the transmit power in each time slot are subject to optimization and, thus, ignoring the ADC noise might lead to an impractical received SNR for some time intervals. In order to avoid further increase of complexity, we assume that PS is not utilized, i.e., a user performs EH solely during the time intervals in which information transmission is enabled for any of the other users. Also, the linear EH model is assumed. In this context, the alternation between the EH and ID is enabled by the TS strategy.

Based on the above, the harvested energy by the \( n \)-th user is given by

\[
Q_n = \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 \sum_{m \neq n} \tau_m P_m. \tag{45}
\]

Accordingly, the \( n \)-th user decodes information for time \( \tau_n \) and from (12), the achievable rate is given by

\[
R_n = \frac{1}{2} \tau_n \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(l_n|h_n|^2 P_n)^2}{2 \pi (\sigma_{ec,n}^2 + \sigma_{ADC,n}^2)} \right). \tag{46}
\]

The aim in this system is to maximize the total harvested energy \( Q_t \), which is the sum of the energy harvested by each user, while the information rate of each user remains greater than a predetermined threshold. To this end, this optimization problem can be formulated as follows:

\[
\max_{\tau, P} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 \sum_{m \neq n} \tau_m P_m.
\]

s.t. \( C_1 : \frac{1}{2} \tau_n \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(l_n|h_n|^2 P_n)^2}{2 \pi (\sigma_{ec,n}^2 + \sigma_{ADC,n}^2)} \right) \geq \tau_{\text{th,n}}, \forall n, \)

\( C_2 : \sum_{n=1}^{N} \tau_n P_n \leq P_t, \)

\( C_3 : \sum_{n=1}^{N} \tau_n \leq 1, \)

\( C_4 : \tau_n \geq 0, \forall n, \)

\( C_5 : \tau_n \geq 0, \forall n. \)

(48)

It is evident that the sum of the transmit energy regarding each user must be lower than or equal to the total transmit energy \( C_2 \). Likewise, \( C_4 \) indicates that the average transmit power regarding the \( n \)-th user must be a non-negative number, whereas \( \tau_n \) denotes time interval and, thus, it is a non-negative value \( C_5 \). It is also noted here that the achievable rate and the harvested energy for the \( n \)-th and \( m \)-th users, \( \forall m \neq n \), respectively, are both increasing functions of \( \tau_n \) and \( P_n \), for fixed \( \tau_m \) and \( P_m \), \( \forall m \neq n \). Based on this, the inequality in \( C_2 \) can be replaced by equality, without excluding the optimal from the set of all solutions. To this effect, equation (48) can be rewritten as:

\[
\max_{\tau, P} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 (P_t - \tau_n P_n)
\]

s.t. \( C_1, C_2, C_3, C_4, C_5. \)

(49)

Importantly, the above optimization problem is non-convex because of both the objective function and the first constraint. The non-convexity in combination with the fact that the problem is high dimensional with multiple variables results in a high computational cost required to calculate the global optimal solution. To this end, by setting \( \tau_n \triangleq \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n) \) and \( P_n \triangleq \exp(\bar{P}_n) \), equation (49) can be rewritten as:

\[
\max_{\tau, P} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 (P_t - \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n + \bar{P}_n))
\]

s.t. \( C_1 : \frac{1}{2} \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n) \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(l_n|h_n|^2 P_n)^2}{2 \pi (\sigma_{ec,n}^2 + \sigma_{ADC,n}^2)} \right) \geq \tau_{\text{th,n}}, \forall n, \)

\( C_2 : \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n + \bar{P}_n) \leq P_t, \)

\( C_3 : \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n) \leq 1, \)

\( C_4 : \exp(\bar{P}_n) \geq 0, \forall n, \)

\( C_5 : \exp(\tilde{\tau}_n) \geq 0, \forall n. \)

(50)
where $\hat{\tau} = \{\hat{\tau}_n, \forall n\}$ and $\hat{P} = \{\hat{P}_n, \forall n\}$. In (49), $C_4$ and $C_5$ can be omitted, as they are satisfied for every value of $\hat{P}$ and $\hat{\tau}$, respectively. Furthermore, $C_1$ can be rewritten as follows:

$$1 + \frac{e^{2\gamma_n|h_n|^4}}{2\pi (\sigma_{\text{rec}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{ADC},n}^2)} \exp(2\hat{P}_n) \geq 2^{2\gamma_n \exp(-\hat{\tau}_n)}$$

which after some mathematical manipulations yields

$$\ln \left(2^{2\gamma_n \exp(-\hat{\tau}_n)} - 1\right) - \ln \frac{e^{2\gamma_n|h_n|^4}}{2\pi (\sigma_{\text{rec}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{ADC},n}^2)} - 2\hat{P}_n \leq 0.$$  

Based on this and with the aid of (52), equation (49) can be rewritten as

$$\max_{\hat{\tau}, \hat{P}} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 (P_t - \exp(\hat{\tau}_n + \hat{P}_n))$$

s.t. $C_1: \ln(2^{2\gamma_n \exp(-\hat{\tau}_n)} - 1) - 2\hat{P}_n \leq \ln \frac{e^{2\gamma_n|h_n|^4}}{2\pi (\sigma_{\text{rec}}^2 + \sigma_{\text{ADC},n}^2)} \forall n,$

$C_2: \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\hat{\tau}_n + \hat{P}_n) \leq P_t,$

$C_3: \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\hat{\tau}_n) \leq 1.$

(53)

**Lemma 1.** The optimization problem described in (53) is convex.

**Proof:** The proof is provided in Appendix D. □

Lemma 1 is critical in that it simplifies significantly the optimization problem and thus, rendering it solvable. To this end, having proven the convexity of the optimization problem, the following proposition can be used to derive the optimal solutions of (47).

**Proposition 4.** Let $\lambda_n$, $\mu$, and $\nu$ be the Lagrange multipliers (LMs) that correspond to the constraints $C_1$, $C_2$, and $C_3$, respectively, of (53). Then, the global optimal power and time allocation can be respectively expressed as

$$P_n^* = \frac{2\lambda_n}{\tau_n^*(\mu + \zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2)}$$

and

$$\tau_n^* = \frac{z_n}{2\tau_n},$$

where $z_n$ is given by

$$\lambda_n \ln \frac{2}{2r_{\text{th},n}} 2^{\tau_n} \frac{\zeta_n l_n |h_n|^2 - 1}{2r_{\text{th},n}} = \left(\nu + \frac{\lambda_n l_n |h_n|^2}{2r_{\text{th},n}} \frac{z_n}{2r_{\text{th},n}} \right) (2^{\tau_n} - 1).$$

(56)

**Proof:** The proof is provided in Appendix E. □

Proposition 4 highlights the physical interpretation of the derived solution as well as that several calculations can be performed in parallel.

**VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

In this section, we use the obtained analytical and simulation results to quantify the performance and the characteristics of the proposed contribution. The path loss factor is given by [39], i.e., $l = 1 - e^{-\frac{|r|}{1500}}$, where $a_0$ is the aperture of the transmit antenna, $a_t$ the aperture of the receive antenna, $c$ the velocity of light, $f_c$ the operating frequency and $d$ the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. Assuming the receiver as a small sensor, we set $a_0 = 0.5 \text{m}$, $a_t = 0.01 \text{m}$ and $f_c = 2.4 \text{GHz}$. Moreover, without loss of generality and unless stated otherwise, it is assumed that $P = 2W$, $lP/\sigma^2 = 20\text{dB}$, $\sigma_{\text{rec}}^2 = \sigma_{\text{ADC}}^2 = \sigma^2$ and $\zeta = 0.815$ [39], whereas the distance for all users is considered $d = 12\text{m}$. Regarding the nonlinear EH model, it is considered that $P_t = tP$, $A = 6400$ and $B = 0.003$. Also, in all figures, the values of $\rho$ and $\alpha$ are optimally selected.

In Fig. 4, a point-to-point system, a multicasting system of two users and a multicasting system of three users are demonstrated for the cases of PS and TS when the nonlinear EH model is used. The harvested energy threshold is set to $q_{\text{th}} = 1 \text{mJ}$ and the rate threshold to $r_{\text{th}} = 0.01 \text{bits/channel use}$. The joint harvested energy—rate outage probabilities of the three systems are compared, when the distance of the users increases. As it can be observed, in long distances the number of users has limited effect on the overall performance. Also, it is evident that TS outperforms PS for all systems with the considered setup.

![Fig. 4. Outage probability versus BS and the users (m)](image_url)

Likewise, in Fig. 5, the joint harvested energy—rate outage probability of the same systems is plotted against the transmit power when the nonlinear EH model is used, with $q_{\text{th}} = 1 \text{mJ}$ and $r_{\text{th}} = 0.01 \text{bits/channel use}$. It is evident that the performance of point-to-point systems for both PS and TS clearly outperform the performance of the multicasting counterparts for two and three users, whereas TS still outperforms the PS counterpart. The improved performance of the TS protocol compared to the PS counterpart remains the same as the transmit power increases. However, it is evident that the corresponding performance improvement exhibits saturation in terms of increasing transmit power. As a result, it can be concluded that the selection of the protocol, i.e., PS or TS, based on the system parameters is crucial since it is not practically effective to assume that such performance compensations can be achieved by simply increasing the transmit power.

Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate the effect of both thresholds for harvested energy and achievable rate on the joint outage probability and the optimal selection of $\rho$. It is evident that as the thresholds increase, the joint outage probability also increases, whereas the optimal PS factor increases when the energy threshold increases or the rate threshold decreases. Also, it
is observed that $\rho^* \in [0,1]$ spans a large range of values for different thresholds. This is an interesting observation and highlights the importance of the ADC noise, since when this is ignored, the achievable rate is independent of the PS factor and, thus, $\rho^* \to 1$ [41]. In this case a small portion of the signal is used for ID and, thus, the ADC becomes comparable to the signal power and with a potentially destructive impact to the achievable quality of communication. Likewise, a similar trend is observed for the case of the considered multicasting system, the performance of which is illustrated in Fig. 8, for two users and $d_n = 12m, n \in \{1, 2\}$. It is noted here that such figures have not been included for TS and the linear EH model, because they are rather similar to the ones presented for the case of PS.

users divided by the number of users, is considered as the appropriate metric to ensure a fair comparison of systems that consist of a different number of users.

In Fig. 9, a downlink broadcasting system consisting of two users is simulated. When any of the rate thresholds increases, the transmitted power used to achieve the desired rate and, thus, the average harvested energy per user decreases. Furthermore, the average harvested energy per user is particularly sensitive to the distance of the users from the BS, as the harvested energy decreases rapidly when moving a user away from the BS. However, this decrease occurs at a lower rate, as the users are further away from the BS. A case of special interest is when the two users have the same total required rate, but asymmetrical rate requirements, which corresponds to the curves with $r_{th,1} = 0.015, r_{th,2} = 0.01$ and $r_{th,1} = 0.01, r_{th,2} = 0.015$. When the nearest user to the BS has a higher QoS requirement, this is achieved with less resources, and therefore the average harvested energy increases. In fact, it is observed that the effect of this is more profound at higher distances, where the difference between the
demonstrated scenarios is greater.

In Fig. 10, the energy harvested by each one of the two users is plotted against the distance of the first user for two different pairs of rate thresholds. It can be observed that when the distance of the first user is lower than that of the second user, the energy harvested by the first user is higher. Also, when the rate threshold of a specific user is higher compared to the threshold of the other user, this user harvests less energy. Also, in the case of long distances, the harvested energy by the first user coincides for the different rate thresholds.

Finally, in Fig. 11, the average harvested energy per user is presented in broadcasting systems consisting of different number of users, when all users have the same rate threshold and are located at the same distance of 12m. In this context, the performance of the proposed optimization is compared against the case that power and time are equally allocated among the users. It is evident that the proposed method leads to remarkable gains for all the rate thresholds, despite the number of users. When $r_{th} = 0.015$ bits/channel use, as the number of users increases to four or five users the performance drops; this is because the rate constraint is more rarely satisfied for all users and, thus, for many channels realizations the optimization problem is not feasible. It is notable that when $r_{th} = 0.01$ bits/channel use, the system consisting of three users performs better than other setups with a different number of users. On the contrary, when the rate threshold is reduced to 0.005 bits/channel use, the systems of three, four, and five users exhibit similar performance with respect to the average harvested energy per user. Furthermore, a non-monotonicity is observed which is because more users can harvest energy during time intervals with relatively high amounts of transmitted energy ($P_{n \tau_n}$) as the number of users increases, while, on the other hand, all users need to achieve the achievable rate threshold. These two phenomena have a conflicting impact on the average harvested energy per user. It is recalled that if the problem is infeasible, i.e., if $C_1$ cannot be satisfied for all users, it is assumed that the harvested energy at this specific time slot is zero, in order to justify the corresponding degradation to performance due to the increase of the number of users. This also justifies that the maximum performance (i.e., the extremum of the harvested energy per user) is achieved for a lower number of users as the rate threshold increases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This work has investigated the performance of the integrated energy and information receiver. The tradeoff between the harvested energy and the achievable rate has been quantified when PS and TS strategies are assumed, both for a linear and a nonlinear EH model. To this end, the achievable harvested energy—rate region and the theoretical analysis has shown that there is a region where TS outperforms PS, unlike the trend in common separated receivers. To balance the tradeoff between the harvested energy and the rate in a point-to-point and in a multicasting system, the joint harvested energy—rate outage probability has been introduced and minimized. Also, the ADC noise has been considered, which has a critical impact on the optimal selection of the PS and the TS factor. Furthermore, a
dynamic resource allocation has been achieved in a TS-based broadcasting system, aiming to maximize the total energy harvested by all users while maintaining the achievable rate above a specific threshold. The derived results have shown that this receiver can be used in systems consisting of many users in the absence of requirement for high rates.

The proposed theoretical framework in the considered analysis facilitates the investigation of the performance of the integrated receiver, which is fundamentally different to the separated receiver and creates opportunities for future research on this topic. Also, the results obtained with the assumptions in this paper can be viewed as the benchmark for the evaluation of the performance of other schemes. For example, the advantages of this receiver regarding the complexity and the power consumption can lead to the utilization of this receiver in multiple antennas scenarios. Furthermore, the performance of this receiver architecture can be examined without the assumption of perfect CSI. Finally, the effect of the input distribution on the harvested energy can be investigated in the integrated receiver architecture.

**APPENDIX A**

**PROOF OF THEOREM 1**

The channel capacity relates to the mutual information between the input and the output of the channel through the inequality

$$C \geq I(X,Y),$$  \hspace{1cm} (57)

where the equality holds for the optimal input distribution. From (57), a capacity lower bound can be obtained, using a random input distribution subject to \( X \in \mathbb{R}^+ \) and \( \mathbb{E}[X] \leq 1 \).

The mutual information between the input and the output of the channel (3) can be written as

$$I(X,Y) = H(Y) - H(Y|X)$$

where \( H(\cdot) \) denotes the corresponding information entropy. For the first term in (60), it holds that [49]

$$\frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 2^{2H(\|h\|^2PX+Z)} \right) \geq \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 2^{2H(\|h\|^2PX)} + 2^{2H(Z)} \right).$$

As a result, equation (60) can be rewritten as

$$I(X,Y) \geq \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2^{2H(\|h\|^2PX)}}{2^{2H(Z)}} \right).$$

Considering that \( Z \) follows the normal distribution, the entropy of the equivalent processing noise is expressed as

$$H(Z) = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 2\pi e\sigma^2 \right).$$

With the aid of (63), equation (62) can be rewritten as

$$I(X,Y) \geq \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2^{2H(\|h\|^2PX)}}{2\pi e\sigma^2} \right),$$

where the exponent in the numerator in (64) can be rewritten as [49]

$$H(\|h\|^2PX) = H(X) + \log_2(\|h\|^2P)$$

$$= H(X) + \log_2(\|h\|^2P),$$  \hspace{1cm} (66)

where \( l, \|h\|^2 \) and \( P \) are positive constants.

The channel in (3) is known as optical intensity channel [50]. It has been shown that for this channel a tight capacity lower bound is obtained by mutual information when the input \( X \) follows exponential distribution. The rate parameter of the exponential distribution is set to unity in order to maximize the derived achievable rate and for the restriction \( \mathbb{E}[X] \leq 1 \) to be satisfied. The entropy of \( X \) under this distribution is

$$H(X) = \frac{1}{\ln 2}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (67)

From (64), the mutual information is computed, assuming that the input distribution is exponential. Using the equality, the capacity lower bound is obtained, which is considered as the achievable rate and is given by

$$R_{PS} = \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{2^{2\left(\frac{1}{\|h\|^2P} + \log_2(\|h\|^2P)\right)}}{2\pi e\sigma^2} \right).$$

Based on this, equation (10) is deduced, which completes the proof.

**APPENDIX B**

**PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1**

When \( Q_{PS} = Q_{TS} \), it follows from (6) and (8) that \( \rho = \alpha \).

To this effect and setting

$$A = \frac{e(\|h\|^2P)^2}{2\pi},$$

the comparison of (12) and (10) can be represented as

$$(1 - \alpha) \ln \left( 1 + \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} \right) > \ln \left( 1 + \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} \right),$$

(70)

By recalling that

$$\frac{x - 1}{x} \leq \ln x \leq x - 1, \quad \forall x > 0,$$

(71)

for the first part of (70), it follows that

$$(1 - \alpha) \ln \left( 1 + \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} \right) \geq (1 - \alpha) \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} + A,$$

(72)

whereas for the second part of (70), one obtains

$$\frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} \geq \ln \left( 1 + \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} \right).$$

(73)

Considering (72) and (73), equation (70) is valid if

$$(1 - \alpha) \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2} + A > \frac{A}{\sigma_{rec}^2 + \sigma_{ADC}^2},$$

(74)

which yields (13) and, thus, completes the proof.
APPENDIX C
Proof of Theorem 3

The proof refers to the linear EH model, as the one for the nonlinear model is similar. With the aid of (6) and (10), equation (15) can be rewritten as

\[
P_o = \Pr \left( \rho |h|^2 P \leq q_h + \frac{1}{2} \log_2 \left( 1 + \frac{e(\rho |h|^2 P)^2}{2\pi \sigma^2} \right) \right) \leq r_hinterval (75)
\]

where by recalling that the random variable of both events is $|h|^2$ becomes

\[
P_o = \Pr \left( |h|^2 \leq \frac{q_h}{\rho} \ln(1P) \leq \frac{1}{lP} \sqrt{\frac{2\pi \sigma^2}{e}} (2\pi \alpha - 1) \right).
\]

(76)

It can be observed that the random variable $|h|^2$ is upper bounded in both events. The union of these events occurs when $|h|^2$ is lower than the maximum of these upper bounds. Hence, $P_o$ can be expressed as

\[
P_o = \Pr \left( |h|^2 \leq \max \left\{ \frac{q_h}{\rho}, \frac{1}{lP} \sqrt{\frac{2\pi \sigma^2}{e}} (2\pi \alpha - 1) \right\} \right).
\]

(77)

It is recalled that $h \sim \mathcal{CN}(0, 1)$; consequently, $|h|$ follows a Rayleigh distribution with scale parameter $1/\sqrt{2}$, whereas $|h|^2$ follows an exponential distribution with rate parameter 1. The probability density function for this distribution is $f(x) = e^{-x}$ and the outage probability is given by

\[
P_o = \int_0^{\max \left\{ \frac{q_h}{\rho}, \frac{1}{lP} \sqrt{\frac{2\pi \sigma^2}{e}} (2\pi \alpha - 1) \right\}} e^{-x} \, dx.
\]

(78)

Based on the above and after some algebraic manipulations, equation (16) is deduced, which completes the proof.

APPENDIX D
Proof of Lemma 1

The second term in the objective function is sum-exp functions and, thus, convex. As a result, the objective function is concave. Also, the left side of the constraints $C_2$ and $C_3$ are sum-exp functions and, thus, convex. Regarding $C_1$, setting the first term as $f(\tilde{r}_n)$, the second derivative is given by

\[
\frac{d^2 f}{d \tilde{r}_n^2} = 2 \ln \frac{2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n)}{(2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) - 1)^2} \times \left( \frac{2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) - 2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2}{2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) - 1} \right),
\]

(79)

where it must be proven that $d^2 f/d \tilde{r}_n^2 \geq 0$ or

\[
\frac{2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) - 1}{2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2} - 1 \geq 0.
\]

(80)

To this effect, setting

\[
x = 2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2
\]

(81)

and

\[
g(x) = \frac{2^x - 1}{x \ln 2} - 1 = \frac{2^x - x \ln 2 - 1}{x \ln 2},
\]

(82)

the derivative of the numerator in (82) is expressed as

\[
\frac{d(2^x - x \ln 2 - 1)}{dx} = (2^x - 1) \ln 2,
\]

(83)

which is positive, as $x > 0$, and $\lim_{x \to 0}(2^x - x \ln 2 - 1) = 0$. Thus, $g(x)$ is positive, from which, equation (80) is derived. In $C_1$, the second term is linear and it does not affect the concavity. Thus, the proof is complete.

APPENDIX E
Proof of Proposition 4

The Lagrangian of (53) is given by

\[
\mathcal{L} = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \zeta_n l_n |h|^2 (P_t - \exp(\tilde{r}_n + \tilde{P}_n))
\]

\[
- \sum_{n=1}^{N} \lambda_n \left( \ln \left( 2^{2r_n \alpha} \ln \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) \right) - 1 - \frac{e(\rho |h|^2 P)^2}{2\pi \sigma^2} \right) \tilde{P}_n
\]

\[
+ \mu \left( P_t - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\tilde{r}_n + \tilde{P}_n) \right) + \nu \left( 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{N} \exp(\tilde{r}_n) \right)
\]

(84)

where $\lambda_n$, $\mu$, and $\nu$ denote the LMs. Determining the first derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to $\tilde{P}_n$ and $\tilde{r}_n$, respectively, yields the following analytic expressions

\[
\frac{d\mathcal{L}}{d\tilde{P}_n} = 2\lambda_n - \exp(\tilde{r}_n + \tilde{P}_n) \left( \mu + \zeta_n l_n |h|^2 \right)
\]

(85)

and

\[
\frac{d\mathcal{L}}{d\tilde{r}_n} = - \exp(\tilde{r}_n) \left( \nu + \exp(\tilde{P}_n) \left( \mu + \zeta_n l_n |h|^2 \right) \right)
\]

\[
+ \frac{2\lambda_n 2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) \tilde{r}_n \ln 2}{2^{2r_n \alpha} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) - 1 - 2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2}
\]

(86)

Based on this setting, setting (85) to zero, it follows that

\[
\exp(\tilde{P}_n) = \frac{2\lambda_n}{\mu + \zeta_n l_n |h|^2} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n),
\]

(87)

from which (54) is derived. Also, setting (86) equal to zero and using (87), the following expression is deduced

\[
\frac{\lambda_n}{2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2} \exp(-\tilde{r}_n) = \left( \nu + \frac{\lambda_n}{\tilde{r}_n \ln 2} \right) \left( 2^{\tilde{r}_n} - 1 \right),
\]

(88)

where

\[
z_n = 2 \tilde{r}_n \ln 2 \exp(-\tilde{r}_n),
\]

(89)

which proves the validity of (55) and concludes the proof. It is noted here that the LMs in (54) and (56) are calculated iteratively using the subgradient method [51], where positive step sizes are used and chosen in order to satisfy the diminishing step size. Since the optimization problem (53) is convex, it is guaranteed that the optimal solution is global and can be obtained in polynomial time.
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